
 

 

FuzMoz 
 
Loopy ipod, MP3 and mobile phone cover 
 
Finished size: approx. 3.5x 4.5in 
 
Notions:  using DK and 3.5mm hook  (1x100g skein makes several); sewing needle, 2.5in scrap of 
transparent vinyl (e.g. recycle thicker vinyl from clothing packaging, or visit your craft centre -min. 16 
gauge) 
 
Special Stitches 
Loop stitch  (aka fur stitch) 
Loop stitch is a variation of double crochet. Using left-hand finger to control the loop size, insert the hook, 
pick up both threads of the loop and draw these through; wrap yarn over hook; draw through all (3) loops 
on hook to complete. 
 
Pattern 
 
Work in rounds, turning at end of round. Turning chains do NOT count as first stitch. 
 
Foundation chain: Ch 13 
 
Rnd 1(Right Side): 1dc in 2nd ch from hook and in each ch, 3 in final ch; working down opposite side of 
ch, 1dc in each ch until 2dc last ch ; sl st to first dc; ch1 turn (26sts) 
Rnd 2: 1 dc in back loop only of each dc across; sl st to 1st dc; ch1 turn (26sts) 
Rnd 3: working in both loops, 1 dc in each dc across; sl st to 1st dc; ch 1; turn (26sts) 
 
Row 4: sl st in 1st 2 dc; ch1; turn 
Row 5: 1dc in next 20 sts; ch1; turn 
Row 6: 1dc in each st to end: ch 1; turn 
Row 7: working in loop stitch as row 6 
Row8 - 13: repeat rows 6 and 7 
Row 14: working in front loop only repeat row 6 
Row 15, 16, 17, 18 : repeat row 7, 6, 7, 6 
Row 19: repeat row 7, at end ch 6 and join with sl st to 1st dc of row; ch 1; turn 
Round 20: repeat rnd 3 
Round 21 (RS): working in loop stitch, 1 dc in each stitch around; sl st to 1st dc; ch1; turn 
Round 22-26 (or until desired length): repeat rnds 20 and 21. Fasten off at end of last rnd. 
 
Inner pocket 
Row 1:Turning to wrong side (WS) of work, attach yarn to rem loop of 1st dc in row 14 of front, ch1, dc in 
remaining loop of each dc across,; ch1; turn 
Row 2- 13: 1 dc in each dc across; ch1; turn. At end of last row fasten off. 
 
Finishing: 
Using back stitch attach 2 loose sides of pocket to main body, leaving top open to form a pocket. 
Using needle and yarn, attach vinyl on all 4 sides to WS of rectangular hole created. Try and ensure you 
keep edges straight.  
Add to front pom pom for nose and goggle eyes, decorate to heart’s desire! To add variety make alternative 
versions cutting through the long loop of your loop stitch making long strands, thereby known as fur stitch! 
 
 dc = double chain, ch = chain, sl st = slip stitch, rem loop = remaining loop 
 


